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Make sure the save files are saving to the correct location. If they are saving to the main folders instead of a new
folder for the course and your working in, it is bad. If you are on a PC or MAC at least look on your HDD for the

location that you saved to. If you are using a PS3... Your HDD will not be where it is suppose to be. If you are lazy,
you can click the Load button and navigate through each of the files you have downloaded. Or if you saved your

tracklist on a text file at all. It will open up when you click on the Load button. Just remember to save it again after
the last song or sound. Edit saved. My Problem You can't save a RPG Maker to a GBA because of the limitations of
the Game Boy. When saving to a GBA, the size limits, ZL and ZL, use the original GBA games files as a reference if
you are using BBS games, make sure to make a backup before editing it. To do this, add the following code to the
end of the *.save file in the folder you need to edit: GBAStuff.gp. This file contains two functions, SystemGB and
SystemGBA. They return the corresponding GBA code for any input, making it easy to check if a region is empty.
For this tutorial, we'll use two optional variables located at 0x100067, the ZL and ZR. Since values are stored in 4
bytes, you'll need to have either a var_ZL variable with value 0x100067;or var_ZL as a int and store 0x100067 in
it. Now, let's edit. Line 11 will add the space at the end of the split game. Line 15 will add the music at the end of

the split. Line 18 is where you would put the code to compare ZL and ZR and have it play music if the value is
bigger than ZL. The "If" statement only works if the check is made on ZR, this is why we have the!(ZR > ZL). The

effect of Line 18 is that, if the ZR is greater than the ZL, the music starts playing. Take a look at the if statement at
the end of the code. If you want to download the source code for this tutorial: https://angel.renpy.org/Hex-file.zip
All I have to say is big thanks to our lead layout artist Otaku for suggesting this. While this is to your benefit, you
will need to apply to RPG Maker artist, and if hired, you are to create an image for the background music if you

become employable. If you are a student, it is recommended that you work part-time while studying for college or
university. Thank you for reading, hope you enjoy this tutorial. Feel free to ask anything about it on the comments

as long as you mentioned RPG Maker VX Ace, Renpy and I, or Renpy's talk page. Make sure your comment has
nothing to do with...
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Break out the trusty pencils and paper
because you're going to be drawing a

few.First, load the level in handheld mode,
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then enter Course Maker mode by pressing
the A button.Now we're going to make sure

the ultra balls are consistent at the start and
end of the level, moving the cursor to their

current location. Time to save that final
version. In the middle section, I've captured
the start and end of the level, but not the

middle. Now we'll save the game. Tap on the
start and end to close them, then tap on the
Save/Load button. The game will ask you to
save your edited level. Once you've saved,

exit the game.Before you play, you'll need to
navigate to the save in your Wii U's Paper
Mode and copy the save.Navigate to your
Documents > Local Saved folder on the

secondary drive, then find the level you want
to play. Once the level has been copied, load
the game.On to playing! Besides the various
formats offered, Renpy has a few other more
advanced features including support for the

game's image layouts. This is useful if you use
Renpy for things like video game or visual

novel patches. Once you've saved your level,
you can preview the files in the Layers tab.

When you return to the Save/Load tab, you'll
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notice that the 'Pages' and 'Images' should be
the same. The files should be opened in the

correct Layers tab. If they are not, try opening
the file in Notepad and making sure that the
file is all on one line. Windows - Rpg Maker
Save Editor (Contributed by Florian).In RPG
Maker 2000, 2003 or RTP, you can use the

save editor which comes with RTP. Also, you
can use a standalone utility, (which is not very
well maintained) that can open RTP and Rpg
Maker save files in Windows. I'm not sure if
this is still maintained, and the source is not

available. In case it does not work for you, you
can download RPG Save Editor. The current
version is 1. It will open RTP and Rpg Maker
save files. This is a good utility to use if you

have a program or emulator that supports RTP
files, and you want to edit your game.
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